China is the starting point and pioneer and driver of the Silk Road Economic Belt; Russia is located in the throat place of the belt; and India is at the joint of the belt and the Maritime Silk Road. China, Russia, and India as the BRICS countries are geo-connected, easy to reach a consensus because of their common and similar interests. The three countries also have common inherent demands and strategic directions: connectivity, complementarity, taking advantage of the great powers of Eurasia and sea-land compound, moving toward the grand trend of modern international economy and technology development. Promoting the construction of the Silk Road Economic Belt accords with their respective interests, and is their common interests, which decide that China, Russia, and India are the key factors and dominant forces in the construction of the belt.
Introduction
The great powers are always the important force affecting the development of international relations, and the relationship of great powers is very important to the world development and international pattern. China, Russia, and India as the great powers of Eurasia continent and BRICS countries have a lot of influences in this region. As the representatives of new emerging great powers, they have the common demands of development. As the countries along the belt, they are the key factor of the construction of the Silk Road Economic Belt. The relationship of China, Russia, and India is the core of the construction of the belt.
of China and India is the priority for their rapid and long economic development. They all emphasize the diversification strategy of energy sources to avoid the dependence on the Middle East's oil and their competition.
So, there is huge space for cooperation between China, India, and Russia. At the same time, the relationship between Russia and the West has worsened because of the Ukraine issue. The latter imposed the sanctions on the former, which made Russia more and more need the East. China and India are important cooperation partners of Russia. Russia deepens the relationship with China and India by the virtue of its advantages, which can make three countries' cooperation deeper and deeper and reduce the pressure from the West effectively. The energy cooperation of three countries is that Russia exports energy to China and India, and China and India can invest in Russia for its energy infrastructure and exploring according to their economic superiority. In short, Russia is the upper hand to China and India in energy, and it can provide the energy for the construction of the Silk Road Economic Belt. India, which is called "world office", has the advantage of technology. Indian comprehensive index of software export in scale, quality, and cost is the largest in the world, and India is the 2nd largest exporter after U.S.
in the world according to the World Bank's investigation and assessment of national ability of software export.
Indian advantage of software technology is the foundation of the related technology development. Although India lags behind China and Russia in the technology of military and space, software technology supports India for sustaining its economic development. Its advantage of software technology provides good conditions for other technological development. At present, due to problems of backward infrastructure and old technological facilities, Russia needs software technological to support its innovative development strategy which is beneficial to enhancing the quality of economic development; China has the gap with India in software technology which would encourage the development of strategic emerging industries, including new energy and information technology. In short, China, Russia, and India should enhance the cooperation in technology, complement each other, achieve common development, and shape their core technological advantages.
China has the advantage of capital which is mainly got from Chinese long-term export-oriented strategy.
China has the largest global foreign exchange reserves, almost four thousand billion dollars after over 30-year's accumulation. It is the result of domestic huge production capacity and long-term low salary, and the organization capital is main. Capital has the nature of chasing the profits. China which has huge capital is moving toward the capital expansion with the emerging. China tries to conduct currency swap and currency settlement, and gradually expand RMB applicable scope because China is dissatisfied with U.S. dollar's hegemony. Currency circulation is one of the construction of the Silk Road Economic Belt, including the currency exchange and settlement under the current and capital account. Connectivity is the basic content of the construction of the belt.
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China can take advantages of capital and technology to support the construction of connectivity for countries and regions along the line (WANG, 2014) . The construction of connectivity can provide the good conditions for the belt. In contrast, Russia and India are lack of capital. India always depends on the loans of World Bank, but gets less and less (ZHU, 2014) . Capital outflow is normal in Russia, and becomes worse and worse under the prolonged Ukraine crisis. China can provide the capital for Russia and India through enhancing the relations of economy and trade and financial cooperation, and gives the guarantees to their economic development. In this respect, China and India have proposed the Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar economic corridor; China and Russia have signed the Sino-Russian Eastern Gas Cooperation Project Memorandum and Contract of Sino-Russian Eastern Gas Buying and Selling, which are over four hundred billion dollars of total contract value, and they have proposed the plan of China-Russia-Mongolia economic corridor. The establishment of BRICS New Development Bank and the effort to establish the Shanghai Cooperation Organization Development Bank make the economic and financial relations of China, Russia, and India closer and closer.
Besides, Russia has the advantage of military, which can guarantee the security of the belt; India has the advantage of human resource, which can provide the talent for the belt; China has the advantage of manufacture, which can provide the goods for the belt.
A Wide Variety of Cooperation Mechanisms of China-Russia-India: Interest Demand, Development Momentum and Strategic Prospect
China, Russia, and India should strengthen the trilateral cooperation, and build the cooperation mechanisms of multilevel and wide field, with the bilateral and multilateral mechanisms of Sino-Russian strategic cooperative partnership, Sino-Indian strategic partnership, SCO and BRICS.
"Moscow-New Deli-Beijing Strategic Triangle" In December 1998, former Russian Prime Minister Primakov hoped to build the "Moscow-New
Deli-Beijing Strategic Triangle" when he formally visited India. Actually, it is the inheritance of his thought which was called the China-Russia-Indian strategic cooperation as the Foreign Minister of Russia in 1996.
Russia is a country good at innovating in diplomacy. And it has proposed the well-known Energy Diplomacy, Wisdom Diplomacy, and Network Diplomacy. China-Russia-Indian strategic relations have been proposed by Russia first. Firstly, Russia has the historic tradition of expansion. During the expanding, Russia was stubborn and tactical facing the more powerful states and nations, which could achieve its target and maintain its strength from loss. Secondly, realistic territorial expansion from the historic inertia and for the security demand more can give Russia strategic depth and safeguard its security. Russia tried to build the "Stable Arc" around it after the collapse of Soviet Union (LI, 2005) . Russia wanted to get the equal status of great power after its independence (LO, 2014) . Russia continues to exert its tradition of perpendicular and horizontal diplomacy, and makes up its deficiencies of strength relying on its smart and wisdom diplomatic policy under its limitation of strength and deficiencies of ability (XIAO, 2012 Russia, the strategic cooperation with China and India can guarantee its status of great power, and exert its advantages in the competition with U.S. and Europe. For India, it is not available to achieve its appeal alone after rising. The thoughts of three countries reveal their stances on the relations of strategic triangle: China is prudent, Russia active, India suspensory. Coordination and cooperation of global and regional issues are the priorities of China-Russia-Indian strategic cooperation, but the level of their cooperation mechanisms is low and the nongovernmental ones are primary. In short, China, Russia, and India as the representatives of new emerging great powers are facing the international order which is led by the West after their rising. But, their appeals are not satisfied under this situation, which leads to the competition with the West.
China-Russia-Indian Trilateral Cooperation Mechanisms
The main of China-Russia-Indian trilateral cooperation mechanisms is the foreign ministers meeting which is regarded as the core, others are the dialogue and communication mechanisms of all levels and fields, for example, academic conferences, disaster relief experts meeting, entrepreneurs meeting, consultation of regional division of foreign ministry, agriculture cooperation forum, geo-strategy trend seminar of officers and scholars, medicine, and health experts meeting and so on. The fields refer to thinking tanks, business, agriculture, disaster relief, medicine, health, etc. They are all active cooperative mechanisms, led by governments and followed by nongovernmental mechanisms.
BRICS is one of multilateral mechanisms which embrace China, Russia, and India. It has some main under BRICS. The latter has some specific mechanisms as below: leaders summit as the core, joint business council, defense cooperation dialogue, three-side committee (foreign ministers), trust fund, which have promoted the cooperation of energy, military, trade, and the permanent members of UN Security Council. In contrast, the level of China-Russia-Indian cooperation mechanism is lower, mainly bilateral cooperation, lack of effectiveness.
There are two approaches to deepen their cooperation: The first one is maintaining and developing the existing mechanisms, for example, UN, G20, BRICS, and SCO, strengthening their coordination in them as their core task. China and Russia have been the permanent members of UN Security Council, and have important influence on international politics in the world. But India is not, and has been the non-permanent member of Security Council many times. India has become stronger and stronger now, and has the enthusiasm of handling the international affairs, promotes the reform of Security Council and wants to be the permanent member. G20 is the premier forum of international economic cooperation, and China, Russia, and India are important members.
The competition between the Western great powers and the new emerging economics in G20, mainly focuses on the reform of international financial institutions, especially IMF's quota and governance structure. China, Russia, and India as the representatives of new emerging great powers have the same appeals and stances. With the establishment of New Development Bank, BRICS has become the important mechanism of guaranteeing the appeals of new emerging great powers and developing countries. They as the developing countries want to develop, and need a multilateral mechanism to solve the problems. BRICS is the most appropriate mechanism.
SCO is an important mechanism of China and Russia for Central Asian security, India shall be the formal member state. SCO should become the platform of regional security and development for China, Russia and India.
Russia wanted to enlarge the SCO. Russian foreign minister Lavrov has said, SCO summit should make the decision, and permit to open the process of organization enlargement in Russian presidency (ZHAI, 2014) . China has agreed. In September 2014, SCO Dushanbe summit has decided that India should be the member of organization. UN, G20, BRICS, and SCO have become more mature and perfect than China-Russia-Indian mechanism. China, Russia, and India not only use them and strengthen the cooperation, but also absorb their mature experience as reference for the development of China-Russia-Indian mechanism.
The second one is improving their cooperation levels and deepening their cooperation fields.
China-Russia-Indian mechanism gets the core of foreign ministers meeting, and includes the dialogue and communication mechanisms of all levels and fields. For three countries, nations and governments' promotion is the most important, and it is necessary to set up the leaders meeting. Firstly, leaders meeting can be held in the existing mechanisms, for example, UN, G20, BRICS, and SCO; Secondly, leaders meeting can be held regularly on the basis of foreign ministers meeting. The three countries' leaders meeting is beneficial to promote the cooperation in the highest level, and the effective cooperation in wider fields. can't make indiscreet remarks or criticisms on the international regimes. It is a mechanism of competition, which can guarantee their interests, with the developed countries in the world. It is a very vivid description that BRICS's front foot has stepped in the first world, rear foot in the third world, and body in the second world. Their strength and status surpass the third world's countries, and have the gap with the first world, which is called "the third world of the first one", "the first world of the third one". They all think they are the great powers, but the West think they are the exception, and they have the characteristic of "BRICS economy" obviously. 
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something to reduce the effect of rescue measures when EU put forward the big move" (MEI, 2012). BRICS countries except Russia which country has worsen the relationship with U.S., as the new emerging economies, don't want to have conflicts with the U.S., because the U.S. has the absolute power and ability to make them loss.
So, besides that BRICS countries should combat with the U.S. wisely in the world, heating together is the smart choice.
Sixthly, they are all the regional centers, and play the important roles in regional governance. BRICS countries are the representatives of the developing ones of continents, and play an important role in the regional development. Russia is the core power of Eastern Europe and North Asia; India has the world's second largest population, and has the impressive power of military and technology after 20-year's rapid development; China is the second largest economy in the world, and will become the first one in the first 50 years of this century In brief, China, Russia, and India have the same or similar situation and status in international economic and political patterns, which makes them easily to reach a consensus. On the basis of it, their relations will endure.
China, Russia, and India as the BRICS Countries: Strong Self-reliance, External Factors Are Not Decisive
The culture of China-Russia-India is comprised of the East and the West, Asia and Europe, interaction, communication, mixture, learning and influencing each other. They all advocate the multi-polarization, democratization, and multilateralism, oppose the hegemonism and unilateralism, the Western action of foisting THE BRICS COUNTRIES IN EURASIA ARE THE KEY FACTORS 294 their opinion upon others and interfering others' internal affairs with military, propose the independent development and diplomatic routes, want to become the polars of the world because of equality, diversity, and inclusion of the culture.
The three countries advocate the diversity of development because of characteristic, particularity, and complexity of the cultural development. The right and wrong all exist together in the international relations.
Cooperation, adjustment, negotiation, mutual benefit and win-win, multiplex symbiosis, harmony not sameness, and dialogue not conflict are necessary. They excavate their own resource of culture, nations, and history, criticize the Western Center and Superiority of the West because of representative and equality of the culture.
They are the representative nations of the Eastern culture different to the Western one of Anglo-Saxon Christian civilization (Christianity, freedom and democracy, market economy). External factors especially the West including U.S., Europe and Japan play certain role, but not decisive. The decisive factors are from Asia-European continent own, especially their own and internal interests.
China and India have some similarities: history, civilization, population, and development. Although they have differences: China was once a colonial and semi-colonial country, India a colonial one; China a socialism country, India a capitalism one, they have more commonalities. They both need national sovereignty, security, and independence, were both bullied but do not want to bully other countries, initiated together the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence, insist on the non-alignment, and moderate diplomacy.
The differences between BRICS and G7 are as follows: (1) We thank the people who understand Russian measures on the Crimea issue. Thanks Chinese people. Chinese leaders always look at the situation of Ukraine and Crimea with the historic and political view. We speak highly of Indian restraint and objective attitude. (March 20, 2014) 3 India is the first great power which admitted that Russia recovered its sovereignty on Crimea. China didn't follow and opposed the Western economic sanctions on Russia, didn't think that sanctions would be available, and deepened the cooperation in economy and energy with Russia. China-Russian strategic cooperation partnership has made great progress.
Conclusion
The Silk Road Economic Belt, serving as the vacuum zone of the economic development of Eurasian continent, has a huge development space. But there are some questions followed: the disputes of religion, nations and territories, the competition of the great powers, and the serious "Three Evil Forces". China, Russia, and India as three regional great powers close to the belt have competition and cooperation. Their alliance will decide the development direction of the Eurasian continent and the belt. The priority is exerting their advantages which will safeguard the belt. The advantages are the capital, energy, and technology, which are the core of promoting economic development. Moreover, Russia would provide the security, India talents, and China goods. China, Russia, and India would set up the normalized mechanisms of senior officials and working groups, hold the China is the starting point of the Silk Road Economic Belt, and advocated and pushes the concept of the belt; Russia is at the throat position; India locates at the joint of the belt and the Maritime Silk Road. China, Russia, and India have the leading capability and have the engine and demands because of their strong power and great influence. They reach the consensus easily and their relationship will be expected because of their common or similar interests. Moreover, they all have the independent diplomatic tradition, do something independently, which make foreign factors not decisive. They keep connectivity and complementarity, exert the advantages of sea-land compound. They show the new trends of world economy and technology development as follows: the weight of sea power declines, land power ascends; sea and land get balance, not former imbalance; east and west get the same importance, not stress; south and north are taken into account equally, not deviation with the breakthrough of high speed and other technology. The new trends above are their common demands and strategic direction. The construction of the belt is their respective interests, also their common interests, which decide that China, Russia, and India are the key factors and dominant powers, encourage them to strengthen the cooperation, no differences, contradiction, and conflict. And it is normal that there are differences, contradiction, and conflict between the great powers. It is inevitable. We should focus on the main aspects of contradiction. Prime Minister LI has said: a few of clouds can not stop the rainbow eventually. All in all, China, Russia and India as the BRICS countries are the key powers and locomotives of the construction of the Silk Road Economic Belt, their relations are the core of the construction of the Silk Road Economic Belt.
